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1.  Transparency issues- do away with anonymous reporting through hotline calls and calls from 

non-mandated reporters- prosecution for parties found to be maliciously placing calls. California 

is one of the few states that fail to actively seek charges against parties who place these types of 

calls, causing real issues of neglect and abuse to be ignored/overlooked and harder to identify 

for Social Workers. Los Angeles County is respectfully requested to pursue and Ordinance and 

Amend for the sake of effective reporting- a County Code Section to prosecute to the fullest 

extent of law Parties found to place false reports of Child Abuse. 

2. Case Load issues- Refer to 1. In some states where the prosecution for placing a false report of 

child abuse discourages these types of reports. The realization to heavy penalties such as jail 

time and restitution cut through to the heart of issues of true abuse, and it is more likely true 

abuse is the basis of an investigation by County workers.  

3. Training issues- Most CSW’s are fresh out of school and lack “life experience” to understand 

true abuse, true neglect versus families in need of assistance. This was a statement made by a 

Former Los Angeles County Social Worker on 6/21/13, which chose to quit his position as a CSW 

several years prior, and pursued “legal field” employment. Proper training through State 

Licensing Boards such as the Board of Psychology, Board of Behavioral Sciences and many more 

that may be in effect for social work must be required to deal and cope with malicious actions, 

abusing position of power and lack of proper investigations by these social workers. The Board’s 

usually contain enforcement departments should such incidents and actions occur. The Board of 

Psychology even contains a Law Enforcement Agent for Administrative Hearings; should any 

party licensed through their agency be found to break the law they are arrested and charged 

upon findings of the hearing. 

4. It is understandable the County must also comply with unionized workers and this in itself 

creates a protection line for bad behavior and abuse of power. The County must intact a 

disciplinary plan that trumps the involvement of Union Representatives, and the protective 

measures used by Unionized Employees. This is an action that the public acknowledges can only 

be changed by collaborating with Local Law Enforcement and Los Angeles County DA’s Office, 

making direct acts of malice or misconduct criminal in a court of law. 

5. Enforcing Procedural Guides- It has been discovered and admitted by the Board the safety net 

built Procedures are not followed, when most CSW’s are in non-compliance with intact 

procedures. Often it is found that procedures by CSW’s are taken lightly or even with total 

disregard of the law. The public feels this is due to the protection a Union provides. It is a 

request by the Public that CSW’s for future hire must be on a contracted basis as opposed to a 

unionized worker status. If it is seen by the County the progress of Contracted Workers in a 

positive light, it is asked by the public to circulate a change to Contracted Workers.     
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